
Pi-series
Point-source fullrange installation speakers

MADE IN SWEDEN SINCE 1985



Model Pi81 Pi101 Pi121 Pi151
Design 2-way fullrange point-source front-loaded tuned bassreflex

Components 8” woofer
1”- driver mounted 
on horn

10” woofer
1”- driver mounted 
on horn

12” woofer
1”- driver mounted 
on horn

15” woofer
1”- driver mounted 
on horn

Dispersion H80 x V60

Power handling 
RMS
Cont.
Peak

120W
240W
480W

200W
400W
800W

300W
600W
1200W

550W
1100W
2200W

Sensitivity 1W/1m. 2Pi 99dB 100dB 101dB 102dB

Max SPL cont. / peak
1W/1m.

123dB / 126dB 126dB /129dB 128,5dB / 131,5dB 132,5dB / 135,5dB

Frequency responce 
-6dB

65Hz - 19kHz 55Hz - 19kHz 50Hz - 19kHz 45Hz - 19kHz

Dimensions 
W x D x H (cm.)

44 x 28 x 28 53 x 33 x 33 55 x 37 x 41 62 x 40 x 45

Weight 15 kg. 17 kg. 19 kg. 23 kg

extra hardware UB8 bracket UB10 bracket UB12 bracket UB15 bracket

The Pi series is a versatile series of two-way point-source fullrange installation speakers,
for a variaty of applications, the series features four different models from 8” to 15”.
All models can with ease be used in the same area because of the timbre- matching frequency 
responce technology, where all speakers in the series has the same coherent frequency 
responce, linearity and phase, solving the problems that often occur with other brands when 
mixing different speakers togehter, where the frequency responce and timbre matching is not 
optimal, resulting in uncoherent and badly tuned systems where the frequency responce is 
unmatched and uneven, depending on where you are in the room.

Designed for installation in Schools, fitness and work-out facilities, pubs & bars, nightclubs, 
churches, sports-facilities, high-end karaoke, live-performance stages, hockey-rinks, theme-
parks, cruise ships, spaa facilities, lounges etc.

Manufactured and assembled in Sweden using only high quality components made in Europe 
ensures longevity, reliability and quality, installed using the UB12 bracket for aiming and tilting 
vertical and horizontal. The Pi series can be ordered in any RAL color, where cabinet, grille, 
hardwares and bracked are painted in the desired color, perfect for architectural installations.
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CONFERENCE LOUNGE
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CLUB CHURCH

BAR OUTDOOR
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